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Estimates for Floquet multipliers and periodic eigenvalues are developed for the
matrix Hill’s equation. Basic estimates and a description of the periodic eigenvalues
as roots of an entire function are adequate for establishing trace formulas with a
residue computation. Refined estimates and power sum formulas are available for
restricted pairs of Hill’s operators.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This work addresses two related problems in the spectral theory of the
matrix Hill’s equation,
&Y"+Q(x) Y=*Y, Y # CK, * # C, Q(x)=Q(x+1). (1.a)
The first problem is to describe the behaviour of the eigenvalue sequence
*n for periodic and related boundary conditions as |*n |  . The second
problem is to develop trace formulas for pairs of these operators.
Ordinary differential operators do not have a conventional trace, but
Gelfand and Levitan [7] observed some time ago that n(*n&+n) can be
meaningful if [*n] and [+n] are the eigenvalues of two differential operators.
Such traces, which may often be computed explicitly in terms of the coef-
ficients of the operators, have played an important role in inverse spectral
theory [9, 12, 17, 19].
Despite the enormous literature on eigenvalue problems for scalar Sturm
Liouville problems and Hill’s equation, the introduction of matrix coefficients
raises interesting new problems. Trace formulas for SturmLiouville problems
with matrix coefficients were previously considered in [10, 18], and recently
by the author [6]. The related problem of computing zeta function
regularized determinants for matrix differential and pseudodifferential
operators has been treated in [3, 4]. Some of the techniques of the present
work have been applied to give a compactness result for the set of self
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adjoint matrix potentials Q(x)=Q*(x) giving rise to the same Floquet
spectrum [5].
The present work begins in Section 2 with a review of asymptotic expan-
sions for solutions of (1.a). These general results provide expansions for a
Floquet matrix 91(*), a matrix representation for translation by 1 on the
vector space of solutions to (1.a), as well as other related matrix functions.
In Section 3 we begin the analysis of the Floquet multipliers and the periodic
eigenvalues of the Hill’s operator. Periodic eigenvalues may be identified with
the roots of the entire function det(I&91(*)), but this function seems difficult
to use directly. A auxiliary function 9 (*) related to 91(*) is introduced.
With the aid of this auxiliary function trace formulas and a determinant
formula are established with residue computations. In particular we
consider trace formulas for differential-difference operators approximating
multidimensional Schro dinger operators.
Section 4 is devoted to the development of more refined estimates. The
traditional role of asymptotic expansions for the eigenvalues is replaced by
a comparison between eigenvalues and the roots of an elementary model
function. If certain functionals agree for two matrix potentials, then iden-
tities are available for differences of their periodic eigenvalue power sums.
2. EXPANSIONS FOR SOLUTIONS OF &Y"+Q(x) Y=*Y
We begin with some notational conventions. For * # C let |=- *. Unless
otherwise noted the square root is chosen continuously for &?<arg(*)?
and positive for *>0. Denote by I| the imaginary part of |. A vector Y # CK
is given the Euclidean norm
y1
|Y |=_ :
K
k=1
| yk |2&
12
, Y=\ b + ,yK
while a K_K matrix Q is given the operator norm
&Q&= sup
|Y |=1
|QY |.
The K_K identity and zero matrices are IK and 0K , respectively.
Equation (1.a) may be considered as a perturbation of the model equa-
tion &Y"=*Y. A basis of solutions to this model equation is given by the
set of 2K solutions comprising the columns of the K_K diagonal matrix
valued functions cos(|x) IK , |&1 sin(|x) IK . The solution of (1.a) satisfying
Y(0, *)=:, Y$(0, *)=;, :, ; # CK,
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is a solution of the integral equation
Y(x, *)=cos(|x) :+|&1 sin(|x) ;+|&1 |
x
0
sin(|[x&t]) Q(t) Y(t, *) dt.
(2.a)
Similarly, the derivative with respect to x satisfies
Y$(x, *)=&| sin(|x):+cos(|x) ;+|
x
0
cos(|[x&t]) Q(t) Y(t, *) dt.
(2.b)
As in the scalar case, an iteration method based on (2.a) and integration
by parts leads to an expansion for Y(x, *), together with error estimates,
when Q(x) is sufficiently differentiable and |*|  . Since these estimates,
contained in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below, and their proofs are similar to
those appearing in [8], the proofs will be omitted. Related problems are
treated, somewhat differently, in [16, pp. 50100].
Let CJ denote the Banach space of K_K matrix valued functions Q(x)
whose components have J0 continuous derivatives on [0, 1]. The norm
for C J will be
&Q&J=max &Q( j )(x)&, 0 jJ, 0x1.
For notational convenience define Aj(x)=Q(x) Aj(x) and Bj (x)=Q(x) Bj (x).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Q # CJ, and Y(x, *) is the solution of (1.a)
satisfying Y(0, *)=: and Y$(0, *)=;, with |:|+|;|1, 0x1, and
|||1. Then there are CK valued functions Aj (x) and B j (x), such that
}Y(x, *)& :
J
j=0
|& j[cos(|x) Aj (x)+sin(|x) Bj (x)]}=O(|&J&1e |I|| x).
(2.c)
The coefficients Aj (x), B j (x) satisfy
A0(x)=:, A1(x)=0,
A2(x)=2&2[Q(x)&Q(0)]:&2&1 |
x
0
Q(t) _;+2&1 |
t
0
Q(s) : ds& dt
B0(x)=0, B1(x)=;+2&1 |
x
0
Q(t) : dt, B2(x)=0,
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and for j3 the coefficients satisfy the recursion relations
Aj (x)= :
w( j&2)2x
k=0
(&1)k 2&2k&2[A (2k)j&2k&2(x)&A
(2k)
j&2k&2(0)]
&2&1 |
x
0
Bj&1(t) dt
+ :
w( j&3)2x
k=0
(&1)k 2&2k&3[B (2k+1)j&2k&3(x)&B
(2k+1)
j&2k&3(0)], (2.d)
Bj (x)=& :
w( j&3)2x
k=0
(&1)k 2&2k&3[A (2k+1)j&2k&3(x)+A
(2k+1)
j&2k&3(0)]
+2&1 |
x
0
Aj&1(t) dt
+ :
w( j&2)2x
k=0
(&1)k 2&2k&2[B (2k)j&2k&2(x)+B
(2k)
j&2k&2(0)].
The function Y$(x, *) has a similar approximation.
Lemma 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 there are CK valued
functions Cj (x) and Dj (x) such that
}Y $(x, *)& :
J&1
j=&1
|& j[cos(|x) Cj (x)+sin(|x) Dj (x)] }=O(|&Je |I|| x).
The coefficients Cj (x), Dj (x) satisfy C&1(x)=0, D&1(x)=&:, and
Cj (x)=A$j (x)+Bj+1(x), Dj (x)=B$j(x)&Aj+1(x), j=0, ..., J&1.
In particular one has the following expression.
Y$(x, *)=&| sin(|x) :+cos(|x) ;+2&1 cos(|x) |
x
0
Q(t) dt :
+2&2|&1 sin(|x)[Q(x)+Q(0)] :
+2&1|&1 sin(|x) |
x
0
Q(t) dt ;
+2&2|&1 sin(|x) |
x
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt :
+2&3|&2 cos(|x)[Q$(x)&Q$(0)] :
&2&2|&2 cos(|x)[Q(x)&Q(0)] ;
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&2&3|&2 cos(|x) Q(x) |
x
0
Q(t) dt :
+2&3|&2 cos(|x) |
x
0
Q(t)[Q(t)&Q(0)] dt :
&2&2|&2 cos(|x) |
x
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt ;&2&3|&2
_cos(|x) |
x
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) |
s
0
Q(u) du ds dt :
+O(|&3 exp( |I (|)| )).
The recursion relations imply that half of the coefficients vanish.
Lemma 2.3. If j is odd the coefficients Aj (x) and Cj (x) are 0. If j is even
the coefficients Bj (x) and Dj (x) are 0.
Introduce the K_K matrix solutions C(x, *), S(x, *) of (1.a) satisfying
C(0, *)=IK , C$(0, *)=0K ,
S(0, *)=0K , S$(0, *)=IK .
The columns of these matrices give a basis of solutions to (1.a). Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2 provide expansions for the matrix functions C(1, *), C$(1, *),
S(1, *), and S$(1, *). Assuming that Q(x)=Q(x+1) has J2 continuous
derivatives on R, and defining Q0=10 Q(t) dt, the following formulas are
obtained:
C(1, *)=cos(|) IK+2&1|&1 sin(|) Q0
&2&2|&2 cos(|) |
1
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt+O(|&3e |I||).
S(1, *)=|&1 sin(|) IK&2&1|&2 cos(|) Q0
+2&2|&3 sin(|) _2Q(0)&|
1
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt&+O(|&4e |I||),
(2.e)
C$(1, *)=&| sin(|) IK+2&1 cos(|) Q0
+2&2|&1 sin(|) _2Q(0)+|
1
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt&+O(|&2e |I||),
S$(1, *)=cos(|) IK+2&1|&1 sin(|) Q0
&2&2|&2 cos(|) |
1
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt+O(|&3e |I||).
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For each * # C translation by 1 acts linearly on the 2K dimensional space
of solutions of (1.a). With respect to the basis given by the columns of
C(x, *) and S(x, *) translation by 1 is represented by the 2K_2K matrix
91=\ C(1, *)C$(1, *)
S(1, *)
S$(1, *)+ .
The Floquet multipliers !k (*) are the roots of the characteristic polynomial
det(!I&91(*))=0.
To simplify the development, replace 91(*) with the similar matrix 9(*),
which has the same multipliers, defined by
9=\ C(1, *)|&1C$(1, *)
|S(1, *)
S$(1, *) +=\
IK
0K
0K
|&1IK+ 91 \
IK
0K
0K
|IK+ . (2.f )
The entries of 9(*) have a more uniform description in the style of (2.e):
9(*)= :
J
j=0
j (*)+O(|&J&1e |I||),
(2.g)
j (*)=2& j|& j[Aj cos(|)+
B
j sin(|)],
where the coefficients Aj , 
B
j are constant K_K matrices. Define the
truncated series
9J (*)= :
J
j=0
j (*),
and a corresponding truncated series for 91(*),
91, J (*)=\IK0K
0K
|IK+ 9J \
IK
0K
0K
|&1IK+ .
Lemma 2.3 implies the following observation.
Lemma 2.4. The matrix function 91, J (*) is meromorphic in C with a
pole only at *=0.
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From Lemma 2.2 the coefficients Cj and Dj for the solutions C(x, *) and
S(x, *) may be computed directly from the coefficients Aj and Bj and their
derivatives. We find that
2& jAj =\ AC, jA$C, j&1+BC, j
AS, j+1
A$S, j+BS, j+1+ ,
2& j Bj =\ BC, jB$C, j&1&AC, j
BS, j+1
B$S, j&AS, j+1+ .
It will also be convenient to introduce the following notation:
Im(Q)=|
1
0
Q(t1) |
t1
0
Q(t2) } } } |
tm&1
0
Q(tm) dtm } } } dt1 .
If Q(x) has 4 continuous derivatives on R, so that Q( j )(0)=Q ( j )(1) for
j=0, ..., 4, then the first few terms in the expansion of 9(*) are
A0 =\IK0
0
IK+ , B0 =\
0
&IK
IK
0 + ,
A1 =\ 0Q0
&Q0
0 + , B1 =\
Q0
0
0
Q0+ ,
A2 =\&I2(Q)0
0
&I2(Q)+ ,
B2 =\ 02Q(0)+I2(Q)
2Q(0)&I2(Q)
0 + ,
A3 =\ 0&Q(0) Q0&Q0Q(0)
+10 Q
2(t)&I3(Q)
&Q(0) Q0&Q0Q(0)
&10 Q
2(t)+I3(Q)
0 + ,
B3 =\
&2Q$(0)+Q(0) Q0&Q0 Q(0)
+10 Q
2(t)&I3(Q)
0
0
2Q$(0)&Q(0) Q0+Q0Q(0)
+10 Q
2(t)&I3(Q)
+ .
3. BASIC ESTIMATES AND TRACE FORMULAS
This section develops basic estimates for Floquet multipliers !k (*),
which are the eigenvalues of translation by 1 on the space of solutions to
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(1.a). To simplify the computations we make the mild assumption that the
matrix Q0=10 Q(x) dx is diagonal,
Q0=diag[q1 , ..., qK].
If the original matrix Q0 is merely similar to a diagonal, a linear change of
variables in (1.a) achieves this simplification.
The Floquet multipliers will be identified with the eigenvalues of a
perturbation of a normal matrix valued function. Estimates for the multi-
pliers, as well as the periodic eigenvalues of (1.a) (where a multiplier is 1),
may then be obtained using the perturbation theory of linear operators. To
have better control of the multiplier related estimates, the auxiliary function
9 (*)=9(*)+9&1(*)
is introduced. This function will facilitate residue calculations of several
trace formulas.
3.1. Estimates
To establish basic estimates for the set of Floquet multipliers [!k (*)]
another similarity transformation is used to replace the original matrix
91(*) with 8(*), which has the same eigenvalues except possibly for *=0.
This transformation facilitates the use of perturbation theory for normal
matrices.
Let 6 be the 2K_2K permutation matrix with entries
1, i=2 j&1, j=1, ..., K
6 ij={1, i=2( j&K ), j=K+1, ..., 2K= ,0, otherwise
which replaces the standard basis E1 , ..., E2K in C2K with the basis Ek , EK+k
for k=1, ..., K.
Lemma 3.1. The use of 6 to change basis gives
8(*)=69(*) 6&1=81+R1 ,
where 81 is the 2_2 block diagonal matrix
81=diag[b1 , ..., bK], bk=\ cos(- *&qk )&sin(- *&qk
sin(- *&qk )
cos(- *&qk )+ ,
and R1=O(|&2e |I||).
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Proof. Write 9 in the block form
9=\M11M21
M12
M22+ .
Since Q0 is diagonal, (2.e) shows that the blocks Mij have the form Mij=
diagonal+O(|&2e |I0|). The similarity transformation permutes the rows
and columns of 9, making the k th diagonal entry of Mij into the ij th entry
of the k th 2_2 diagonal block. In particular the entries of 69(*) 6&1
outside of the diagonal 2_2 blocks are O(|&2e |I||).
If ak is the diagonal matrix entry
ak=_2&2 |
1
0
Q(t) |
t
0
Q(s) ds dt&kk
then the entries of the k&th 2_2 diagonal block are
b k (1, 1)=cos(|)+2&1qk|&1 sin(|)&ak |&2 cos(|)+O(|&3e |I||),
b k (2, 2)=cos(|)+2&1qk|&1 sin(|)&ak |&2 cos(|)+O(|&3e |I||),
b k (1, 2)=sin(|)&2&1qk |&1 cos(|)+[2Qkk (0)&ak] |&2 sin(|)
+O(|&3e |I|| ),
b k (2, 1)=&sin(|)+2&1qk |&1 cos(|)+[2Qkk (0)+ak] |&2 sin(|)
+O(|&3e |I|| ).
The final simplification follows from the identities
- *&qk =- * [1&2&1*&1qk+O(*&2)]=|&2&1|&1qk+O(|&3)
and cos(A+B)=cos(A) cos(B)&sin(A) sin(B). Thus
cos(- *&qk )=[1&2&3|&2q2k] cos(|)+2&1|&1qk sin(|)
+O(|&3e |I||),
(3.a)
sin(- *&qk )=[1&2&3|&2q2k] sin(|)&[2&1|&1qk] cos(|)
+O(|&3e |I||).
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Since
b k (1, 1)=cos(- *&qk )[1+|&2(2&3q2k&ak)]+O(|&3e |I||),
b k (2, 2)=cos(- *&qk )[1+|&2(2&3q2k&ak)]+O(|&3e |I||), (3.b)
b k (1, 2)=sin(- *&qk )[1+|&2(2&3q2k+2Qkk (0)&ak)]+O(|&3e |I||),
b k (2, 1)=&sin(- *&qk )[1+|&2(2&3q2k&2Qkk (0)&ak)]+O(|&3e |I||),
the desired result is obtained. K
Since the 2K_2K matrix valued function 8(*) of Lemma 3.1 is obtained
from 9(*) by permutations of the rows and columns, 8(*) has a further
expansion in the style of (2.g):
8(*)= :
J
j=0
,j (*)+O(|&J&1e |I||),
(3.c)
,j (*)=2& j|& j[,Aj cos(|)+,
B
j sin(|)],
where the coefficients ,Aj , ,
B
j are constant K_K matrices. Again define the
truncated series
8J (*)= :
J
j=0
, j (*).
Lemma 3.1 leads to some basic estimates on the multipliers !k (*). Notice
that the matrix 81(*) is normal for all * # C. This may be verified by a
direct computation on the 2_2 blocks bk , which have the form
bk=\ a&b
b
a+ .
It follows that
bk bk*=\ |a|
2+|b|2
ab &ba
ba &ab
|a|2+|b| 2+=bk*bk .
This is a useful observation since the locations of the multipliers !j (*),
which are the eigenvalues of 9(*), as well as the eigenvalues !Jj (*) of the
approximations 8J (*), can be conveniently estimated using the eigenvalues
of 81 [13, p. 291]. In particular if 7(81(*)) denotes the set of eigenvalues
of 81(*), and if dist(z, 7(81(*)))>&8(*)&81(*)& then z is in the resolvent
set of 8(*). The eigenvalues for the block bk are exp(\i - *&qk ), leading
to the next result.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Q(x) # C2(R), Q(x)=Q(x+1) and Q0 is the
constant diagonal matrix Q0=diag[q1 , ..., qK]. There is a function C(&Q&2),
bounded on bounded sets, such that any multiplier !j (*) satisfies
|!j (*)&e\i - *&qk |<C(&Q&2) |*|&1 e |I||
for some 1kK. The same estimate applies to !Jj (*) for J2.
Lemma 3.3. If |I|| is sufficiently large, the multipliers, counted with
algebraic multiplicity, fall into two groups, [!+k (*), k=1, ..., K] and [!
&
k (*),
k=1, ..., K], satisfying the inequalities
|!&k (*)|C1 e
I|, |!+k (*)|C2e
&I|, I|>0,
|!+k (*)|C1 e
I|, |!&k (*)|C2e
&I|, I|<0,
for some C1 , C2>0.
Proof. The reflection ,(x)=(&x) maps the (generalized) eigenfunctions
of translation by 1 on the solutions of &"+Q(x)=* to the (generalized)
eigenfunctions of translation by 1 on the solutions of &,"+Q(&x),=*,
with the reciprocal translation eigenvalue.
Lemma 3.2 together with a continuity argument shows that, for |I||
sufficiently large, both potentials Q(x) and Q(&x) have at least K multi-
pliers !j (*) satisfying |!j (*)|>Ce |I||. Reflection of the corresponding
(generalized) eigenfunctions , for Q(&x) produces at least K multipliers
!j (*) for Q(x) satisfying |!j (*)|<Ce&|I||. K
The next theorem provides basic estimates for periodic and antiperiodic
eigenvalues of &D2+Q. Of course these eigenvalues are simply the set of
* with a multiplier 1 or &1 respectively.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Q(x) # C2(R), Q(x)=Q(x+1), and Q0 is a
diagonal matrix. Then there is a function C(&Q&2), bounded on bounded sets,
such that any periodic eigenvalue * satisfies the inequality
|*&(2n?)2&qk |C(&Q&2) n&1
for some 1kK and some integer n.
If in addition Q(x)=Q*(x), then for n sufficiently large the number of
periodic eigenvalues satisfying this inequality, counted with geometric multi-
plicity, is the same as for the case Q=Q0 .
The analogous inequality for antiperiodic eigenvalues is
|*&([2n+1]?)2&qk |C(&Q&2) n&1.
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Proof. If * is a periodic eigenvalue, Lemma 3.3 implies that |I|| is
bounded. Lemma 3.2 then gives
|1&e\i - *&qk |<C(&Q&2) |*|&1.
For (n&12)?R - *&qk (n+12)? the last inequality yields
|- *&qk &2n?|C1 n&2,
which is equivalent to the first claim.
The remainder of the proof employs some perturbation theory. For
0t1 consider the operators &D2+tQ(x)+(1&t) Q0 on K L2[0, 1]
whose domain is determined by periodic boundary conditions. When
Q(x)=Q*(x) this is a self adjoint holomorphic family on K L2[0, 1],
each operator having compact resolvent. The complement of the set of z
satisfying
|z&(2n?)2&qk |C(&Q&2) n&1
is in the resolvent set for all of the operators in this family. In this case
[13, p. 392] the eigenvalues, counted with multiplicity, may be extended
from t=0 to t=1, concluding the proof. K
One may compare Theorem 3.4 to the estimates available when Q is a
real valued function ([15] Theorem 2.12). In this case there is only one
2_2 block as described in (3.b). In addition by shifting the spectral
parameter * one may assume that 10 q=0, and by a translation in x one
may assume that q(0)=0. These transformations improve the O(n&1)
eigenvalue estimates to O(n&2).
The assumption Q=Q* may also be dropped if geometric multiplicity is
replaced by the dimension of generalized eigenspaces [13, p. 379].
3.2. An Auxiliary Function
Our estimates of Lemma 3.2 comparing Floquet multipliers to the
exponentials exp(\i - *&qk ) are not very helpful when the exponentials
are small. Having taken advantage of the structure of 8(*), it will now be
convenient to return to the similar matrix 9(*), and to introduce the
auxiliary function
9 (*)=9(*)+9&1(*).
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Notice that the eigenvalues &j for 9 (*) will have the form !j+!&1j ,
where !j (*) is an eigenvalue for 9(*). In particular 9(*) will have 1 (resp.
&1) as a multiplier if and only if 9 (*) has 2 (resp. &2) as an eigenvalue.
Also notice that
det[9 \2I]=det[9&1] det[9\I]2=det[9&1](det[9\I])2. (3.d)
This shows that all roots of det[9 \2I] occur with even multiplicity.
The next result shows that 9&1(*), and thus 9 (*), may be approximated
as 9(*) was in (3.c).
Lemma 3.5. There is an expansion
9 (*)= :
J
j=0
 j (*)+O(|&J&1e |I||),
 j (*)=2& j|& j[ Aj cos(|)+
B
j sin(|)].
Proof. The main point is to determine how to compute the coefficients
of the expansion in the same fashion as for 9(*). By virtue of the defini-
tions in (2.f ) and Lemma 3.1 it will suffice to study 9 &11 (*).
Bases of solutions for the \ equations
&Y"+Q(\x) Y=*Y
are given by the columns of the K_K matrix solutions C\(x, *), S\(x, *)
which satisfy the initial conditions
C\(0, *)=IK , S\(0, *)=0K ,
C$\(0, *)=0K , S$\(0, *)=IK .
Translation of solutions to the + equation by 1 to the right and left are
represented by
91(*)=\C+(1, *)C$+(1, *)
S+(1, *)
S$+(1, *)+ , 9 &11 (*)=\
C+(&1, *)
C$+(&1, *)
S+(&1, *)
S$+(&1, *)+ .
Since C+(&x, *) and S+(&x, *) are also solutions to the & equation,
(C&(x, *), S&(x, *))=(C+(&x, *), S+(&x, *)) \ IK0K
0K
&IK+ .
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This identity implies
\C&(1, *)C$&(1, *)
S&(1, *)
S$&(1, *)+=\
IK
0K
0K
&IK+ 9 &11 (*) \
IK
0K
0K
&IK+ ,
or
9 &11 (*)=\IK0K
0K
&IK+\
C&(1, *)
C$&(1, *)
S&(1, *)
S$&(1, *)+\
IK
0K
0K
&IK+ . K
As before, define
9 J (*)= :
J
j=0
 j (*).
Lemma 3.6. If Q(x) # C2(R) the eigenvalues &j (*) for 9 (*) satisfy
|&j&2 cos(- *&qk )|=|! j+!&1j &ei - *&qk&e&i - *&qk |C |*|&1 e |I||
for some 1kK.
For J2 and * sufficiently large the roots of det[\2I&9 J (*)] may
be indexed as *\n, k (J ) for k=1, ..., 4K, these clusters satisfying *
+
n, k (J )=
(2n?)2+qk+O(n&1) and *&n, k (J)=([2n+1]?)
2+qk+O(n&1) respec-
tively.
Proof. The estimate for eigenvalues of 9 (*) follows immediately from
Lemma 3.2 and the triangle inequality. Similarly the locations of the roots
*\n, k (J), counted with multiplicity, are determined as in Theorem 3.4. K
In the development of trace formulas we will be using eigenvalue multi-
plicities determined by the order of zeroes of entire functions. The next
lemma shows that these orders agree with the dimensions of the eigen-
spaces in the self adjoint case, and the generalized eigenspaces in general.
We treat the periodic case; the antiperiodic case is similar.
Theorem 3.7. The function f (*)=det[2I&9 (*)] is entire of order 12.
The order of the zero *m of f is twice the dimension of the periodic generalized
eigenspace at *m for the operator &D2+Q(x).
Proof. Since 9(*) and 91(*) are similar matrices,
f (*)=det(2I&9(*)&9&1(*))=det(2I&91(*)&9 &11 (*)).
That 91(*) is entire is a standard result. By (2.e) the entries of 91(*) have
order 12; our observations in the proof of Lemma 3.5 show that the same
is true for 9 &11 (*). Since the determinant may be expressed as a finite
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linear combination of products of matrix entries, fi (*) is also entire with
order 12.
We will consider the family of Hill’s operators
L(z)=&D2+Q0+z[Q&Q0],
and the corresponding functions fz(*), where z is in a bounded open
complex neighborhood U of [0, 1]. When z=0 we have
f0(*)= ‘
K
k=1
[2&2 cos(- *&qk )]2.
Notice that for each factor 2&2 cos(- *&qk ) the root *=qk is simple,
and the remaining roots *=(2n?)2+qk are double. Since the factors are
squared in the function f0(*), the order of zeroes agrees with twice the
dimension of the (generalized) eigenspace for the operator &D2+Q0 .
By virtue of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 there is a sequence of circles Sn
centered at (2n?)2 with radii larger than max |qk | and such that ft (*) has
no roots on Sn for n sufficiently large and 0t1. The operators L(t)
acting on L2[0, 1] with domain determined by the periodic boundary
conditions have compact resolvent, so the circles Sn are in the resolvent set,
and the Sn may be chosen so that every eigenvalue is in a circle.
These contours divide the spectrum into finite systems of periodic eigen-
values [13, pp. 368370], and the sum of the dimensions of the generalized
eigenspaces within each system is constant for 0t1. By Rouche’s Theorem
[1, p. 152] the number of roots of ft (*), counted with multiplicity, is also
constant for 0t1.
Assume now that the diagonal matrix Q0 has distinct diagonal entries. At
z=0 (except for the root *=qk) the eigenvalues *m contained in a circle
Sn have algebraic multiplicity 2. As z moves away from 0 each eigenvalue
either continues to have multiplicity 2, or splits into two branches each of
multiplicity 1. Correspondingly, each root of ft either remains a root of
order 4 or splits into two distinct roots of order 2. These branches of eigen-
values and corresponding roots of ft (*), with order equal to twice the
multiplicity, are analytic [13, p. 73] for z in a simply connected subset of
the complement of a finite set of points [z1 , ..., zr] in the neighborhood U
of [0, 1]. Within the system of eigenvalues in Sn this gives the result for
L(z) if z  [z1 , ..., zr], and the exceptional points are handled by continuity.
In case Q0 does not have distinct diagonal entries, first pick a contour
Sn , and the pick a modified starting point Q 0 for the path which has
distinct diagonal entries. If Q 0 is close enough to Q0 , the preceeding
argument is valid for the system of eigenvalues contained in Sn . The case
of the simple eigenvalues at *=qk are handled similarly. K
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3.3. Trace Computations
By combining estimates for f (*)=det[2I&9 (*)] with contour integration,
it will be possible to derive a number of trace formulas in a straightforward
fashion. Let SN denote a sequence of simple square contours, traversed coun-
terclockwise, with center at *=0 and sides of length rN   parallel to the
coordinate axes. The basis for our computations is the following simple
lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that the functions f1(*) and f2(*) are entire func-
tions with respective roots *n and +n listed with multiplicity. If these functions
satisfy the estimate
f1(*)f2(*)=1+c1*&1+O( |*|&32), * # SN ,
then
lim
N  
:
*n , +n # SN
+n&*n=c1 .
Proof. The sum of the differences of the eigenvalues inside the contour
SN may be written as a contour integral [1, p. 152]
:
*n , +n # SN
*n&+n=
1
2?i |SN * \
f $1(*)
f1(*)
&
f $2(*)
f2(*)+ d*=
1
2?i |SN * * log \
f1(*)
f2(*)+ d*.
The assumed estimate for f1  f2 implies that the function log( f1 f2) is
single valued and analytic on SN for N sufficiently large, and
log( f1(*) f2(*))=c1 *&1+O( |*|&32), * # SN .
Integration by parts then gives
1
2?i |SN * * log( f1  f2) d*=
&1
2?i |SN log( f1 f2) d*
=
&1
2?i |SN c1*
&1+O( |*|&32) d*
=&c1+O(r&12N ),
giving the result. K
3.3.1. Traces in the periodic case. The first trace formula involves the
periodic eigenvalues for the potential Q(x) and a second potential P(x)
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with integral P0=diag[ p1 , ..., pK]. The eigenvalues are doubly indexed as
in Lemma 3.6.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that the two operators L1=&D2+Q and L2=
&D2+P have respective periodic eigenvalues *n, k and +n, k . If k qk=k pk ,
then
:
n } :
2K
k=1
(*n, k&+n, k)}<
and
:
n \ :
2K
k=1
(*n, k&+n, k)+=0.
Proof. To start, assume that qk= pk for k=1, ..., K. Let Q&=Q(&x)
and use the expansion (2.f ) and the subsequent expressions to compute
9 2(*)=2 \ IK0K
0K
IK+ cos(|)+|&1 \
Q0
0K
0K
Q0+ sin(|)
+2&2|&2 \&I2(Q)&I2(Q&)0K
0K
&I2(Q)&I2(Q&)+ cos(|)
+2&2|&2 \ 0KI2(Q)&I2(Q&)
I2(Q&)&I2(Q)
0K + sin(|). (3.e)
Since Q(x)=Q(x+1), the following identities hold:
|
x
0
Q(&t) dt=|
1
1&x
Q(t) dt,
I2(Q&)=|
1
0
Q(1&x) |
1
1&x
Q(t) dt dx=|
1
0
Q(x) |
1
x
Q(t) dt dx,
I2(Q)+I2(Q&)=Q20 .
This means that the diagonal entries of 9 2(*) have the form
2 cos(|)+|&1qk sin(|)&2&2|&2q2k=2 cos(- *&qk )+O(|&3e |I|| ))
as noted in (3.a).
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The off diagonal entries of 9 (*) are O(|&2e |I||). Consider expanding
the determinant
det[2&I&9 ]=:
_
(&1)sgn(_) ‘
i
a i, _(i ) ,
_ denoting a permutation of 1, ..., 2K. There is a summand which is the
product of the diagonal entries, and every other nonvanishing term has at
least 2 off-diagonal factors. Thus
det[2I&9 ]=‘
i
aii+O(|&4e2K |I||)
= ‘
K
k=1
[2&2 cos(- *&qk )]2+O(|&3e2K |I||).
Notice that Lemma 3.8 applies, with c1=0, if rN=2(2N+1)2 ?2. This
shows that the sum of the differences of the eigenvalues is 0 in case qk= pk .
For Q and P merely satisfying k qk=k pk we consider
:
n \ :
2K
k=1
(*n, k&*0n, k++
0
n, k&+n, k)+=0,
where the superscript 0 denotes the eigenvalues for &D2+Q0 and &D2+P0 .
The traces for the pairs &D2+Q with &D2+Q0 and &D2+P with
&D2+P0 were treated under the more restrictive hypotheses. The trace for
the pairs &D2+Q0 and &D2+P0 can be computed directly since the
spectra are simply *n, k=[2n?]2+qk , etc.
To show absolute convergence of the sum of the cluster differences,
consider a set of circular contours #n of the form
|*&(2n?)2|=O(n=), 0<=<1
containing the periodic eigenvalues *n, k , and the nearby roots of
f2(*)= ‘
K
k=1
[2&2 cos(- *&qk )]2.
On such a contour |- *&qk &2n?|=O(n=&1) and |cos(- *&qk )&1|
=O(n2=&2).
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By Rouche’s theorem the number of roots of f (*)=det[2I&9 (*)] and
f2(*) inside the contour #n is the same for n large. Denoting the roots of
f2(*) by &n, k , it follows as before that for large n
:
4K
k=1
(*n, k&&n, k)=
1
2?i |#n log \
f (*)
f2(*)+ d*.
The estimate
} log \ f (*)f2(*)+}=O(n&3+2&2=), * # #n
gives
} :
4K
k=1
(*n, k&&n, k) }=O(n&1&=).
Again under the assumption  qk= pk we have
} :
4K
k=1
(*n, k&+n, k) }=O(n&1&=). K
3.3.2. Determinants in the periodic case. There has been some interest in
the computation of zeta function regularized determinants for ordinary
differential operators with matrix coefficients [3, 4]. In our context we
have the following observation.
Corollary 3.10. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 we have
1= lim
*  &
f1(*)
f2(*)
=‘
n
‘
k
+n, k
*n, k
.
Proof. Justification of a formal calculation requires some grouping of
terms. For any fixed * # (&, b) we have
f1(*)
f2(*)
= lim
n  
‘
n
‘
k
1&**n, k
1&*+n, k
= lim
n  
‘
n
‘
k
+n, k
*n, k
‘
n
‘
k \1+
+n, k&*n, k
*&+n, k + .
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Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 if we group factors, first computing
the finite products on k, and then taking the infinite product on n, the
resulting product
‘
n _‘k \1+
+n, k&*n, k
*&+n, k +& .
is absolutely convergent. Thus
f1(*)
f2(*)
=‘
n
‘
k
+n, k
*n, k
‘
n
‘
k \1+
+n, k&*n, k
*&+n, k + .
Since
lim
*  &
‘
n
‘
k \1+
+n, k&*n, k
*&+n, k +=1,
we obtain the desired formula. K
3.3.3. Trace for mixed boundary conditions. Next we fix the potential
and consider entire functions corresponding to various pairs of boundary
conditions. In addition to periodic and antiperiodic conditions, consider
separated boundary conditions of the form
Y (l(i ))i (0)=0=Y
(l(i ))
i (1), i=1, ..., K, l(i ) # [0, 1].
Thus each component has either Dirichlet boundary conditions at 0 and 1,
or Neumann conditions at 0 and 1. Let C be the set of components with
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Denote the periodic and antiperiodic eigen-
values, counted with multipicity by *P, m and *A, m respectively. Denote the
eigenvalues for the separated boundary conditions by +C, m .
Theorem 3.11. If Q(x) is a real symmetric matrix, then
lim
N   _ :*P, m # SN *P, m+ :*A, m # SN *A, m&2 :+C, m # SN +C, m&
=_ :k # C Qkk (0)& :k  C Qkk (0)& . (3.f )
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Proof. The pair of periodic and antiperiodic conditions gives
f1(*)=det[2I&9 2][&2I&9 2]
= ‘
K
k=1
[2&2 cos(- *&qk )]2 ‘
K
k=1
[&2&2 cos(- *&qk )]2
+O(|&3e2K |I||)
=42K ‘
K
k=1
sin4(- *&qk )+O(|&3e2K |I||)
The eigenvalues for the separated boundary conditions may also be
written as the zeroes of entire functions (with appropriate multiplicity). To
obtain this function let T (*) be the matrix function whose ij th entry is the
appropriate entry of the matrix functions of (2.e):
Ci, j (1, *), j  C, i # C, Si, j (1, *), j # C, i # C,
C$i, j (1, *), j  C, i  C, S$i, j (1, *), j # C, i  C.
The entire function for these boundary conditions will be
f2(*)=det(T(*))4.
The expressions (2.e) for the entries of T(*) simplify if Q(x) is a symmetric
matrix since the diagonal entries of 10 Q(t) 
t
0 Q(s) ds dt will agree with those
of 10 
t
0 Q(s) ds Q(t) dt. From
x \|
x
0
Q(t) dt+
2
=Q(x) |
x
0
Q(t) dt+|
x
0
Q(t) dt Q(x),
it follows that the diagonal entries of 10 Q(t) 
t
0 Q(s) ds dt are 2
&1q2k .
To uniformize the expansion in terms of powers of |, write
R(*)=01T(*) 02 ,
where 01 is the diagonal matrix with i th diagonal entry 1 if i # C and |&1
if i  C, while 02 is the diagonal matrix with i th diagonal entry | if i # C
and 1 if i  C. Letting |C| be the cardinality of C, the expansions (2.e) and
(3.a) yield
det(T(*))=|K&2 |C| _ ‘k # C [1+2
&1|&2Qkk (0)] sin(- *&qk )
_ ‘
k  C
[&1+2&1|&2Qkk (0)] sin(- *&qk )+O(|&3eK |I||)& .
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On the square contours SN with sides rN=2(N+12)2 ?2 the inequality
|sin(- *&qk )|Ce |I||.
is satisfied. Since f2(*)=det(T4(*)),
42K|8 |C|&4K
f2(*)
f1(*)
=_ ‘k # C [1+2
&1|&2Qkk (0)]4
_ ‘
k  C
[&1+2&1|&2Qkk (0)]4+O(|&3)& [1+O(|&3)]&1
=_1+2|&2 :k # C Qkk (0)&2|
&2 :
k  C
Qkk (0)&+O(|&3).
Lemma 3.8 now gives the result. K
3.3.4. The method of lines. There has been recent interest in extending
trace formulas to the case of partial differential operators [11, 14]. Motivated
by a two dimensional Schro dinger operator with period one in each variable
&2x&
2
y+q(x, y), q(x+1, y)=q(x, y)=q(x, y+1),
we consider instead an approximating sequence of systems of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (the method of lines). This sequence of approximations
is obtained by discretizing y and replacing the second derivative with respect
to y with a difference operator 2M . The total operator
LM=&2x&
2
M+q(x, ym), q(x+1, ym)=q(x, ym)=q(x, ym+1),
will act on functions
g(x, ym), ym=
m
M
mod 1.
Our choice of difference operator is
&2M g(x, ym)=M
2[&g(x, ym+1)+2g(x, ym)& g(x, ym&1)].
The discrete Fourier transform diagonalizes this convolution operator,
giving the multiplier 2M2[1&cos(2?mM )]. For indices m small relative
to M this operator has eigenvalues (approximately (2?m)2) and multiplicities
in good agreement with &2y acting on functions with period 1.
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Identifying a function g(x, ym) with the vector
g(x, y0)
\ b + ,g(x, yM&1)
the operator LM may be viewed as Hill’s operator with a matrix potential,
LM=&D2+Q(x)
=&D2&M2 \
&2
1
0
1
1
&2
b
0
0
1
b
} } }
} } }
} } }
b
1
1
0
0
&2+
+\
q(x, y0)
0
0
0
0
q(x, y1)
b
0
0
0
b
} } }
} } }
} } }
b
0
0
0
0
q(x, yM&1)+ .
The analysis of the matrix Hill’s equation assumed that the integrated
matrix potential Q0=10 Q(x) dx is diagonal. If q(x, y) is real then the
matrix potential is real symmetric, so the integrated potential may be
diagonalized by an invertible transformation independent of x. Notice that
the Dirichlet, Neumann, periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions are
all left fixed by such a transformation.
Having diagonalized Q0 , the trace formula (3.f) applies. Using the Dirichlet
boundary condition at x=0, 1 in addition to the periodic and antiperiodic
conditions gives
lim
N   _ :*P, j # SN *P, j+ :*A, j # SN *A, j&2 :+D, j # SN +D, j&
=:
m
Qmm(0)
= :
M&1
m=0
[M 2[2&2 cos(2?mM )]+q(0, ym)]=2M 3+ :
M&1
m=0
q(0, ym).
Since q(0, y) is periodic the last sum may be interpreted as a midpoint
Riemann sum [2, p. 269], so that
:
M&1
m=0
q(0, ym)=M |
1
0
q(0, y) dy+O(M&1).
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The form of this result is in good agreement with the case of a separable
partial differential operator, where q(x, y)=q(x). The analogous computa-
tion may be made by projecting onto the first 2N+1 Fourier component
in the y variable. The resulting decoupled system of ordinary differential
equations has potentials q(x)+(2m?)2. Taking the multiplicities into account
leads to the trace formula
lim
N  
:
SN
*P, j+*A, j&2+D, j=q(0)+2 :
N
n=1
[q(0)+(2m?)2]
=(2N+1) q(0)+8?2
N(N+1)(2N+1)
6
.
When Neumann conditions are added to the difference operator systems,
the following formulas may be obtained:
lim
N   _ :*P, j # SN *P, j+ :*A, j # SN *A, j&2 :+N, j # SN +N, j&
=&2M3& :
M&1
m=0
q(0, ym),
lim
N   _ :+N, j # SN +N, j& :+D, j # SN +D, j&
=2M3+ :
M&1
m=0
q(0, ym).
lim
N   _ :*P, j # SN *P, j+ :*A, j # SN *A, j& :+N, j # SN +N, j& :+D, j # SN +D, j&=0.
4. REFINED ESTIMATES AND POWER SUMS
4.1. Refined Multiplier Estimates
We turn now to the development of refined estimates for the Floquet
multipliers of (1.a). For most of the results in this section the proofs require
that Q0 has distinct eigenvalues.
It will again be convenient to consider the matrix 8(*) of Lemma 3.1
and its truncated expansions 8J (*). The next lemma, describing the separa-
tion of the eigenvalues exp(\i - *&qk ) of 81(*), and assist in developing
perturbation results for 8(*).
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that qk and ql are distinct complex numbers. For |*|
sufficiently large there are C1 , C2>0 such that
|e&i - *&ql&e&i - *&qk |C2|&1eI|,
and if |*&n2?2|C1 then
|ei - *&ql&e&i - *&qk |C2|&1e |I||.
Proof. For the first case, if |*| is sufficiently large then
e&i - *&qk=e&i| exp(iqk2&1|&1+ } } } )=e&i|[1+iqk 2&1|&1+ } } } ]
by Taylor’s Theorem. Thus
|e&i - *&ql&e&i - *&qk |C1 |e&i|| ||&1| |ql&qk |.
The situation is somewhat different in the second case, when the exponents
have opposite signs. Now for |*| large and I|0 a Taylor expansion gives
|ei - *&ql&e&i - *&qk|=|e&i - *&qk | |ei[- *&ql+- *&qk]&1|
Ce |I|| |e2i|(1+O( |||&1))&1|.
Writing |=2?n+= and using another Taylor expansion, we see that
having ||&n?|C |||&1 (or equivalently |*&n2?2 |C1) for C sufficiently
large insures
|e2i|(1+O( |||&1))&1|C2 |||&1.
The situation is similar for I|0. K
To improve the estimates of Theorem 3.4 we will need a substitute for
the normal matrix 81(*).
Lemma 4.2. If the diagonal entries qk of Q0 are distinct, then there are
C1 , C2>0 and a set
4=[* | |*&n2?2|C1 , |*|>C2],
where the following statements are valid. The eigenvalues of 8J (*) and 8(*)
are simple. There are uniformly bounded matrices S(*) and S &1(*) such that
S&1(*) 8(*) S(*) is diagonal.
Proof. Begin by considering the normal matrix 81(*) introduced above.
Each block of 81(*) has a pair of eigenvectors X \k with eigenvalues
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exp(\i - *&qk ). A simple computation shows that the eigenspaces are
independent of * with normalized block eigenvectors
X\k =\ 1- 2i- 2+ .
Eigenvectors for 8(*) will first be computed for eigenvalues which are
not too small. Fixing 0<=<1, consider the eigenvalues ’\k =exp(\i - *&qk )
of 81(*) satisfying |’\k |=. For these cases choose circular contours #
\
k
centered at ’\k with radii which are |||
&32 exp( |I|| ). If |*&n2?2|C1
and |*| is sufficiently large, Lemma 4.1 shows that each contour contains
exactly one eigenvalue ’\k .
The resolvent of 8(*) may be written as
[8(*)&!]&1=[81(*)&!]&1 [I+(8&81)[81&!]&1]&1 (4.a)
provided
&(8&81)[81&!]&1&<1.
Since 81(*) is normal [13, p. 94], it satisfies the inequality
&[81(*)&!I]&1&=dist(!, 7(81(*)))&1,
where 7(81(*)) denotes the set of eigenvalues of 81(*). Lemma 3.1 now
shows that, for * sufficiently large, (4.a) is valid on the contours #\k .
Let Y \k be a norm 1 eigenvector of 81(*) with eigenvalue ’
\
k . As noted
above Y \k may be chosen independent of *. Using the eigenprojections
obtained by contour integration of the resolvent [13, p. 67],
P=
i
2? |# k\ [8(*)&!I]
&1 d!, (4.b)
eigenvectors Z \k =PY
\
k for 8(*) may be constructed. Each contour
contains exactly one simple eigenvalue of 8(*), and analogously 8J (*).
From (4.a)
&[8(*)&!]&1&[81(*)&!]&1&=O(| exp(&|I|| )), ! # #\k
and norm estimates for (4.b) show that the constructed eigenvectors of
8(*) converge to the corresponding eigenvectors of 81(*) as |*|   for
|*&n2?2|C1 .
The remaining small eigenvalues 8(*) are large eigenvalues for 8&1(*),
with the same eigenvectors. The above analysis may be applied for these
eigenvalues by replacing Q(x) with Q(&x) as in Lemma 3.3.
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Define the matrix S(*) with columns Z \k , the constructed eigenvectors
for 8(*). The corresponding change of basis diagonalizes 8(*). The
convergence of the eigenvectors of 8(*) to those of 81(*) implies that for
|*| sufficiently large with |*&n2?2|C1 the matrices S(*) and S &1(*) are
uniformly bounded. K
Theorem 4.3. For * # 4
dist(7(8(*)), 7(8J (*)))=dist(7(9(*)), 7(9J (*)))=O(|&J&1e |I||).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as a perturbation result for
normal matrices [13, pp. 6668, 9495]. The main point added here is that
the similarity transformation of Lemma 4.2 shows that the resolvent
[8(*)&!]&1 (respectively [9(*)&!]&1) satisfies an estimate
&[8(*)&!]&1&Cdist(!, 7(8)), (4.c)
uniformly for * # 4. The remainder of the argument of [13, 9495] essen-
tially amounts to an analysis of (4.b) to obtain the desired bound on the
distance between the eigenvalues of 8(*) and those of 8J (*). K
4.2. Refined Periodic Eigenvalue Estimates
Theorem 3.4 provides a rough description of the position of the periodic
(and antiperiodic) eigenvalues for the operator &D2+Q. This analysis
may be refined using Theorem 4.3, although the refinement is not completely
straightforward. Since the periodic eigenvalues are the set of * for which 1
is a multiplier, they are the roots of the analytic function det[I&8(*)].
According to Theorem 3.4 these roots lie in a set |*&(2n?)2|C1 ; for n
large they may be doubly indexed *n, k , the index n indicating the nearest
number (2n?)2.
As a replacement for a classical asymptotic expansion, the periodic
eigenvalues will be compared to the roots of an elementary model function.
This idea has antecedents in the scalar case [15, pp. 7677]. An obvious
candidate is the function det[I&9J (*)], but estimation is again easier if
9(*) is replaced with the auxiliary function 9 (*)=9(*)+9&1(*).
Refined estimates will be computed for the power sums
:
4K
k=1
* ln, k ,
rather than for the individual eigenvalues.
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Theorem 4.4. Suppose that J2 and the diagonal entries qk of Q0 are
distinct. For 0<=<1 and for positive integers l
:
4K
k=1
* ln, k& :
4K
k=1
* ln, k (J )=O(n
&J&1&=+2l ).
Proof. We treat the periodic case; the antiperiodic case is similar.
The similarity transformation of Lemma 4.2 which diagonalized 9(*)
also diagonalizes 9 (*). This leads to a version of Theorem 4.3,
dist(7(9 (*)), 7(9 J (*)))=O(|&J&1e |I||), * # 4. (4.d)
Lemma 3.6 shows that |I|| is uniformly bounded for roots of det[2I&9 J(*)].
The function f (*)=det[2I&9 (*)] is entire. By Lemma 2.4 the function
fJ (*)=det[2I&9 J (*)] is meromorphic with 0 as the only pole. In any set
where |I||<C the eigenvalues for both matrices are bounded. Let #n be
a circular contour of the form |*&(2n?)2|=O(n=) containing the periodic
eigenvalues *n, k , and the nearby roots of det[I&9J (*)]. On such a
contour |- *&qk &2n?| &O(n=&1) and |cos(- *&qk )&1| &O(n2=&2).
On the contours we have |I||<C, and Lemma 3.6 implies |2&&j (*)| &
C |||2=&2, so that
C1 |||4K[=&1]|det[2I&9 (*)]|C2 |||4K[=&1].
On the other hand, by (4.d)
| f (*)& fJ (*)|= ‘
2K
j=1
(2&& j (*))& ‘
2K
j=1
(2&&Jj (*))
=‘ (2&&j (*))&‘ ([2&&j (*)]+[&j (*)&&Jj (*)])
=‘ (2&&j (*)) _1&‘ \1+
&j (*)&&Jj (*)
2&& j (*) +&
=O(|4K[=&1]&2=&J+1). (4.e)
Since the difference in the determinants is smaller in magnitude than
|det[2I&9 (*)]|, Rouche’s theorem is applicable, showing that the number
of roots of det[2I&9 (*)] and det[2I&9 J (*)] inside the contour are the
same, counted with multiplicity.
The sum of the l th powers of the periodic eigenvalues inside a contour
#n may be written as a contour integral [1, p. 152]
:
4K
k=1
* ln, k=
1
2?i |#n *
l f $(*)
f (*)
d*.
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On the contours the following estimates also hold:
fJ (*)
f (*)
=‘ \1+
&j (*)&&Jj (*)
2&&j (*) +=1+O(|&2=&J+1) * # #n ,
(4.f )
log \ fJ (*)f (*) +=O(n&2=&J+1) * # #n .
Since log( fJ (*) f (*)) is analytic on #n we may integrate by parts, so the
difference of our power sums is
1
2?i |#n *
l * log \ f (*)fJ (*)+ d*=&
1
2?i |#n l*
l&1 log \ f (*)fJ (*)+ d*.
Together with the above estimates this gives the result. K
Integration over larger contours provides additional information.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that J2 and the diagonal entries qk of Q0 are
distinct, For positive integers l, if J2l then
lim
N  
:
nN
:
k
[* ln, k&*
l
n, k (J )]=0.
Proof. We return to the square contours SN with center 0, sides parallel
the coordinate axes, and side lengths 2[2N+1]2 ?2. Lemma 3.6 and (4.d)
provide the estimate (uniform on SN)
fJ (*)
f (*)
=‘ \1+
&j (*)&&Jj (*)
2&&j (*) +=1+O(|&J&1), * # 1N . (4.g)
We again use integration to represent the sum of powers of the roots
enclosed by SN . Recall that f (*) is entire and fJ (*) is meromorphic with 0
as the only pole. Integration by parts shows that for N sufficiently large
:
nN
:
4K
k=1
[* ln, k&*
l
n, k (J )]=
1
2?i |SN *
l * log \ f (*)fJ (*)+ d*
=
&1
2?i |SN l*
l&1 log \ f (*)fJ (*)+ d*.
Taking magnitudes gives
} :nN :
4K
k=1
[* ln, k&*
l
n, k (J)] }C |SN |||
[2l&2&J&1]CN [2l&J&1],
implying the result. K
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4.3. Higher Order Traces
This section considers formulas for the traces of differences of powers for
pairs of differential operators. Suppose that L1=&D2+Q1 and L2=&D2+
Q2 are two Hill’s operators, with respective functions fi (*)=det[2I&9 (*)].
Suppose also that for some J2 the two functions 9 J (*) are identical. This
condition involves the agreement of a finite set of matrix coefficients as in (2.h).
By virtue of Theorem 4.4 the periodic eigenvalues *n, k of L1 and +n, k of L2
may be paired so that the difference of power sums
:

n=1
:
2K
k=1
[* ln, k&+
l
n, k], 2l<J+=
is convergent. The value of the traces can be determined from the asymptotics
of the function
log( f1(*) f2(*)), *  &.
The first lemma, which is based on Theorem 4.4 and the equality of the
functions 9 J (*) for L1 and L2 , summarizes the important features of f i (*).
For any 0<=<1 let #n , nN0 denote the following collection of circular
contours. The contour #N0 will have center 0 and radius (2N0+1)
2 ?2. For
n>N0 contour #n will have center (2?n)2 and radius n=. If N0 is large
enough the contours #n will have pairwise disjoint interiors.
Lemma 4.6. If N0 is sufficiently large, then for each function fi , each root
is contained in the interior of a contour #n , the number K(n) of roots (counted
with multiplicity) contained in #n is the same for f1 and f2 , and K(n)=4K for
n>N0 . In addition,
} f1(*)& f2(*)f1(*) }=O(n&J+1&2=), * # #n . (4.h)
Proof. The counting of roots inside the contours #n is accomplished by
considering, for instance, the family of operators &D2+(1&t) Q0+tQ i ,
for 0t1. The estimate of Theorem 3.4 and the argument principle
[1, p. 151] show that the number of roots inside #n is a constant function
of t. The estimate (4.h) is obtained as (4.f ) is. K
The roots *m of f1 and +m of f2 may be doubly indexed as *n, k and +n, k
for k=1, ..., K(n) based on the containing contour #n , By Theorem 3.7 and
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Hadamard’s theorem [1, p. 207] the functions fi (*) have infinite product
representations of the form
f1(*)=det[2I&9 (*)]=C1 ‘

m=1 \1&
*
*m+ .
(For notational convenience we assume that fi (0){0.) The next result
expresses the differences of power sums
:

n=1
:
2K
k=1
[* ln, k&+
l
n, k]
in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of log( f1(*)f2(*)) as *  &. A dif-
ferent version was presented in [6]. These developments were inspired by
a similar treatment given in [15, pp. 8488], where the ideas are attributed
to F. Scha fke.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that f1(*) and f2(*) are entire functions satisfying
the conclusions of Lemma 4.6. Suppose in addition that for any 0<=<1 and
0$<1,
2L<J+2$+=.
Then as *  & along the real axis
log( f2(*) f1(*))=C+ :
L&1
l=1
*&l :
n _ :
K(n)
k=1
(* ln, k&+
l
n, k)&+O(*&L+$).
Proof. For some b<0 the functions fi (*) do not vanish on the half line
(&, b). For * # (&, b) define
h(*)=* log( f2 f1)=* log \‘ *&+m*&*m+
=:
n
:
k \
1
*&+n, k
&
1
*&*n, k+
=:
n
:
k
*&1 \ 11&+n, k *&
1
1&*n, k *+ .
Use of the identity 1(1&x)=1+x+ } } } +xL&1+xL(1&x) gives
h(*)=:
n
:
K(n)
k=1 _ :
L&1
l=1
*&l&1[+ ln, k&*
l
n, k]+Rn, L(*)& , (4.i)
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where
Rn, L(*)=*&L&1 _ +
L
n, k
1&+n, k *
&
*Ln, k
1&*n, k*&=*&L _
+Ln, k
*&+n, k
&
*Ln, k
*&*n, k & .
The estimate (4.h) gives ( f1  f2)=1+O(n&J+1&2=) on #n . As noted
above, the difference of the sum of the l th powers of the roots of f1 and f2
inside a contour #n may be written as a contour integral
:
K(n)
k=1
(+ ln, k&*
l
n, k)=
1
2?i |#n lz
l&1 log( f2(z) f1(z)) dz.
The estimates for the integrand gives
} :
K(n)
k=1
(+ ln, k&*
l
n, k)}Cn2l&J&1&=,
and
:
n } :
K(n)
k=1
(+ ln, k&*
l
n, k)}
is convergent if 2l&J&1&=<&1.
There is a similar expression for
Rn, L(*)=
*&L
2?i |#n
zL
*&z
z log( f2(z)f1(z)) dz
=
&*&L
2?i |#n z
zL
*&z
log( f2(z)f1(z)) dz
=
&*&L
2?i |#n _
LzL&1
*&z
+
zL
[*&z]2& log( f2(z)f1(z)) dz
Let _1=max(|*|, |z| ) and _2=min(|*|, |z| ). For R(z)>0 and * # (&, 0)
we have |*&z|_1 , so that
|*&z|&1_&11 (_1_2)
$, 0$<1,
or
|*&z|&1|*|&1+$ |z|&$.
This gives
|Rn, L(*)|C |*|&L&1+$ n2L&J&1&2$&=.
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A rearrangement of the sums in (4.i) is justified if the sums are convergent,
meaning
2L&J&1&2$&=<&1.
Rearrangement then gives
h(*)=* log( fg)= :
L&1
l=1
*&l :
n _ :
K(n)
k=1
(* ln, k&+
l
n, k)&+O(*&L&1+$),
and integration gives the desired result. K
To effectively compute the asymptotic expansion of log( f2(*) f1(*)) we
would like to be able to truncate the expansion of Lemma 3.5 for 9 (*) and
simply use det[2I&9 J (*)]. The next result, which treats the more general
case f (*, &)=det[2&I&9 (*)], provides a license for this procedure.
Theorem 4.8. The function f (*, &)=det[2&I&9 (*)] may be written,
for fixed &, as
f (*)= fJ (*)+O(|&J&1e2K |||), *  &,
where
fJ (*)=det[2&I&9 J (*)]= :
2KJ
j=0
|& jpj (|),
and pj (|) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree at most 2K. Thus
f (*)=e&i2K| :
J
j=0
: j |& j+O(|&J&1e2K |||), *  &.
Proof. We make use of the estimates of Lemma 3.6 and (4.d) for the
eigenvalues &j (*) and &Jj (*), for j=1, ..., 2K, of 9 (*) and 9 J (*), respec-
tively. We have
| f (*, &)& fJ (*, &)|= ‘
2K
j=1
(2&&&j (*))& ‘
2K
j=1
(2&&&Jj (*))
=‘ (2&&&j (*)) _1&‘ \1+
&j (*)&&Jj (*)
2&&&j (*) +&
=O(|&J&1e2K |||).
The structure of fJ (*) is obvious. K
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